Get Your Team Certified in a Leading Automation Technology
Increase Potential Through Certifications
Certified professionals are more likely to solve issues the first time, and are more qualified to anticipate and resolve issues before they
become major problems. SMA Solutions is challenging our OpCon users to become OpCon Certified Professionals (OCP). The OCP
certification drives new thinking, uncovers new possibilities and ensures best practices. Unlock OpCon’s potential by encouraging your
staff to become an OCP.

Getting Certified is Simple
When employees take the exam, it will test their knowledge and ability to solve common automation challenges with OpCon. They will
need access to OpCon and its online help to research answers during the exam. They will also need to complete the thirty-question exam
within one hour and achieve a score of at least a 90% to pass.
Before registering your employees for the exam, they should have:

Attended our OpCon
training class

Have at least 6 months
experience with OpCon

Demonstrate Best Practices and Drive Value with Certifications
Digital Transformation is no longer a choice, and disruption is only a new technology or an application away. Businesses are looking to IT
to deliver more solutions faster than ever. Even the lumbering giants of the application world, ERP systems, are positioning themselves
as digital platforms rather than a system of record.
Digital Transformation is giving IT a mandate to reengineer from the ground up whether that’s to modernize or optimize, and automation
technology is a foundation to support this change.

Maintaining Certification
The employee maintains their certification by attending our OpCon
Release Webinars. Your company will also need to stay on a
supported release so your employee’s certifications remain valid.
SMA Solutions will reach out to OCPs for recertification when there
are significant changes to OpCon. Ensuring employees remain
certified is a great way to maximize your investment in OpCon.
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